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About This Game

A highschool gang leader Ringo Ishikawa trying to live through his last autumn before graduation. With his best friends.

You should play it if:

1) You're fond of good stories with strong dialogues (especially about growing up)
2) You're a fight games enthusiast (you'll get your hands on some unique brawl mechanic and I promise you'll be satisfied)

3) You're into some yakuza-delinquent aesthetics

Basically, the game is an existential open world beat'em up with some school sim elements. It has a little of everything: a town to
explore, day-night cycle, npc on their schedule, battle grinding, school grinding, mini-games (ping-pong, billiard, video-poker,

video-game console with one game...) and so on.

But the main thing is the story I'm trying to tell. And I designed the game to make you feel this story. So it's not about rival
gangs, or taking over turfs, or anything. You just live there and feel. And that's all.
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It's difficult to describe what makes this good without spoiling too much of it. It's got a lot of heart, and it's not a game that
everyone is going to "get."

It's fairly story focused, and is largely about living the day to day life of your character in a sort of Shenmue-esque fashion.
There's fighting in it, but the fighting's not the point.

Try it if you're looking for something different and you're willing to risk the 15 bucks.. I enjoyed this game from the start to the
credits. the story was great the art style and charecters were incrediable
the combat was easy to pick up and as you play you feel like you are a totall bada$$ best game i purchased off steam this year.
Scoop it up. I fell in love with the aesthetic before I even played it. During the first few hours it seemed kind of directionless but
that is the genius of the game; It reflects the life of Ringo in his directionless last year of high school. Like many old school
games you have to discover the game rather than being told what and how to do things.

While not for everyone I truly am moved and love this game so much.

A slice of life video game with great writing.

Thank you, Yeo.. Picked this up after a recommendation from a twitter follower. There was a bit of a learning curve with the
fighting but once I got the hang of it I found myself thinking about the game often when not playing the game and it kept me
wanting to come back. Music choices are great, the art direction is great, and the creator did a great job making me love Ringo
and his posse.. LOL, Just like the West Side Story, but better!!

Great Game!!!. Excellent game. Everything, that i've been missing in river city ransom. Reminds me of Takashi Miike's movie
Crows Zero, which is also a good thing. Well done. And the music, of course. Music makes it great. It's good and has tons of
things to do.
+ I didn't encounter too many bugs in my first playthrough.
+ Story is amazing.
+ BGM is great (especially that cranberries zombie tune).

- Beat 'em up part: enemies are all the same. There is a few cool fights with some gang boss and they are little harder but that's
it.. Alright. So. I just finished the game. I have mixed views on this game. I enjoyed the experience over all. It was a fun
RPG/Beatemup game. The story was pretty good too, with realistic characters reacting in diffrent ways. Now here's what I don't
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like. Maybe I got the bad ending or something but the ending to this story is really sudden and incredibly depressing. I won't
spoil it for you but it more or less everything that you did in this game, besides fighting and leveling Ringo (i.e. studying,
reading ect.) is absolutely useless. This is something I wish I had known better. Overall it's still a good game, but the end left me
extremely unsatisfied and I wish I had known that it would end like this earlier.. quot;幽游白书","CROWS",还有许多老游戏例如"热血物语".
游戏里面的日本的街头不良少年的打斗场景真是让人怀念.
虽然还有一些BUG和不足,但是这个游戏的确值得一玩!!!!
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EDIT/UPDATED REVIEW**------------------------------------------

Ok, so, the dev is clearly involved and means well. As he said in his apology, he's still figuring out this new system. He will
likely have a handle on it in due time. I will reiterate, this past update broke my 9 hour long save file, but I'll tell ya what. I will
happily play through it from scratch all over if it means getting to play this game again. I loved all the yakuza games, Love Jrpgs,
Sandbox Rpgs, Western Rpgs, I've played literally thousands of games at this point. This game ticks so many positive boxes, its
up there with some of the best of them for me.

Dev, if you ever read this, two things: Please increase the allowable day count to actually play the game before it forcibly ends.
This is a world I'm sure many of us want to live in for as long as we can immerse ourselves in it. If not that, please allow for us
to continue playing once the main story ends. Maybe even a bit of enemy scaling afterwards to keep it fresh.

Secondly: please keep working on this game. Its about $15, and I think its worth that, but i'm telling you, you have a GEM here.
If you are able to put enough time into it, it could be absolutely huge. More dialogue, more character fleshing, more story
please. In the meantime, thanks for all you do. I'll start it up again in a few months when you've had time to get it more in line
with what your vision is. I have big expectations, thanks.

** INITIAL REVIEW ** --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

So ... was a fun game. Slightly buggy at times, few crashes, but fun story and immersive. Decent combat/action and plenty of
things to do. The update the creator JUST put out, broke my save file. That was a good 9 hours that I completely cannot get
back. Had several max stats, read most of the books, was getting grades up, just beat a rival group, and its gone.

 I don't know if I can recommend this game in its current state, kinda feel like I wasted money on it now and I'm very, very glad
Steam is removing its green light program, to keep us away from indie games like this that don't even function the way they are
supposed to. The Triple A titles might not have soul, but at least they WORK the way they should, and if they don't, patches
galore save the day, mostly. Play at your own peril .... If you look at JUST the game, it does have potential. But there's a few
issues like it's hard to find your way around since the shops have japanese writing on them, and the gameplay gets kind of
boring and repetative quickly.

The main reason for my negative review is the developer. Such a developer doesn't deserve support because they are actively
banning people on their forum who give negative feedback.

I noticed one person was banned and I stuck up for them and questioned it and I was banned and called an idiot. You can see on
the forum that my comment was NOT over the top at all, it was quite reasonable, the developers response was not reasonable at
all.

Avoid.

I assume the developer may edit the comments on the forum, but I have screenshots of their behaviour.

You MIGHT get some enjoyment from the game, but don't expect any support from the developer other than being banned and
insulted.. It's rough as hell around the edges, but this is a niche title I can get into.. love the gameplay and aesthetics. It's a gem.
Not a fancy, polished one, but a gem you're looking at for hours while thinking about life... where's this gem coming from? How
was it made? And the longer you look at it more questions come up, old memories come to the surface. You suddenly remember
that you haven't asked such questions in a long time.

For some reason you feel good afterwards.
That's the kind of game Ringo Ishikawa is. I think it's a brilliant one.
Nothing more, nothing less.. This game is what GTA should be
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